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Report on Best Practices: Creation of Online Repository -
Planorama

An online repository for Open Educational Resources (OER) titled Planorama

was created to showcase resources created by MA French students of Shenoi

Goembab School of Languages and Literature, Goa University, India who have

opted for elective courses on teaching-learning of the French Language like

Multimedia for Foreign Language Acquisition and Didactics of French as a

Foreign Language. As part of these courses, students learn to implement various

teaching methodologies and subsequently create a range of resources from videos

to lesson plans.

This repository serves as the culmination of their efforts, providing a platform for

sharing these valuable resoulces with educators worldwide.

From Theory to Action

By curating and sharing these OER, the aim is to bridge the gap between theory

and practice in French language education. The repository is meant for novice

educators exploring innovative methodologies as well as seasoned educators

seeking fresh teaching materials as it offers a treasure trove of resources to enhance

the classroom experience in non-native context like India.

Free to reuse

The repository offers a diverse collection of resources, including meticulously

crafted lesson plans and worksheets, and authentic documents all released under

Creative Commons license CC BY NC-SA.



This licensing framework grants users extensive rights, empowering them to freely
use and adapt these resources to suit their specific needs and educational context.
While adaptation is encouraged, it's essential to acknowledge the original authors
by providing proper credit. Furthermore, users have the liberty to republish any
adapted resources for non-commercial purposes only, provided they are shared
under the same license, thus perpetuating the spirit of collaboration and knowledge
sharing within our community.

Ongoing initiative

While the online repository was launched in April 2024, it will serve as a place to
house resources created by past and future batches of students who have
undertaken the courses. Currently a dozenresources are in the process of being
reviewed and they will be added to the platform in the coming months.

Enclosures: Link to the the repository- Planorama, Screenshot of 'Home' page,

Screenshot of resources, Screenshot of 'About us' page
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Enclosures

Link to the the repository- Planorama:
https://sites.google.com/unigoa.ac.in/planorama/home

Screenshot of Home page

Screenshot of resources

https://sites.google.com/unigoa.ac.in/planorama/home




Screenshot of ‘About us’ page


